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For all of you that have forgotten or has not been informed yet  
the web site address of the Association is 

www.udruga-korporativnih-pravnika.hr 
 
We invite all members once again to prepare materials for Newsletters and for our 
web site. Please, be so kind and send us all you consider to be of interest by e-mail. 
If you have in mind some interesting themes we propose you to get in touch with the 
Association and the Association will order an article from a prominent expert 
about the theme you recommended or that has just arisen form the experience. 
The most important part is our association and interchange of information and 
therefore we would like to advise you that the doors of the Association 
Premises are open every Wednesday from 16:30 to 19:00 at the address 
Croatian Reconciliation Association in Teslina Street No. 1. 
 

 
WHAT WAS HAPPENING DURING MARCH????? 

 
1. On 7th March 2008 a Round Table having the theme referring to amendments 

of the Land Registry Law was held. The lecturers were Ms. Ana-Marija Končić, 
the Manager of the Land Registry Department of the Municipality Court in 
Sesvete and Mr. Jadranko Crnić, retired long - standing president of the 
Constitutional Court (more information at the web site). 

2. We published the Article titled Comparison of Organising of Corporate 
Lawyers in the Magazine «Informator» No. 5633 of 1st March 2008. 

3. We monitored newspaper skirmishing between our colleagues attorneys-at-
law and the Ministry of Justice about attorney-at-law tariffs and their 
requirement for a monopoly on representation. 

4. We interchanged experiences and associated in the premises of the 
Association in Teslina 1, but at the lower scale compared to the expected one.  

5. We were preparing for the visit to the island of Rab. 
6. We modernised our web site. 

 
 

WHAT ARE WE PREPARING FOR APRIL????? 
 

1. The absolute priority is considered to be an increased engagement regarding 
the issue of protection of professional status and the right to represent as well 
as trying to get the Corporate Lawyer Barr Association or participation in the 
Bar Association as a separate class. 

2. Associating on the island of Rab. 
3. The first Round Table out of a series organised in cooperation with the 

Commercial Court of Zagreb having the theme of the Law on Trade 
Companies with a special view of corporations and status changes (merger, 
splitting) with a view on entering into the Court Register of Companies was 
held in the Association Premises on 23rd April 2008 at 13:00. 

 



 
TOPICS FROM THE PRESS AND CORPORATE LAWYERS ISSUES 

(Bound to evens in March stated in Item 3 and preparations for April stated in Item 1) 
This is another of very sensitive moments for all of us. The situation resembles the 
fight led intensely during the year of 2003 regarding the latest change of the Civil 
Procedure Act. 
 
1) For all those that have forgotten or missed, and especially for young colleagues 
that are not acquainted with, the situation, we would use the opportunity to repeat: 
The provision of Article 27 of the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia describes the 
practice of law as autonomous and independent service securing legal aid to every 
person in accordance with the law. At this point it is worth to notice that before 
Amendments to the Constitution of the year of 2000 the practice of law were 
prescribed as an autonomous and independent service securing legal aid to 
citizens and not to every person. All the more so since the provision of Article 27 of 
the Constitution belongs to the chapter of the Constitution prescribing personal and 
political freedoms and rights.   
That amendment of the Constitution has not been noticed in the public, but it has 
become the base of the requirement of our colleagues, attorneys-at-law, for a 
monopoly in representation. 
 
2) All the stated is being bound to the provisions of the Civil Procedure Act on 
attorneys, in the first line to the Civil Procedure Act, Art. 89.a and 91. Namely, 
the provision of Art 89, Para 1 of the Civil Procedure Act prescribes: 
- the main rule saying that a party can be represented by an attorney exclusively if 
the attorney is an attorney-al-law, if the law does not define otherwise; and Para 2 of 
the same Art says that  
- The law allows to any party to be represented by an attorney if the attorney has 
entered an employment agreement with the party, in the case it possesses business 
capability. 
At the same time the provision of Art 91 of the Civil Procedure Act prescribes that in 
legal suits with a property – law requirement having the subject of the dispute worth 
over HRK 50,000.00, legal persons’ representatives may be only the persons who 
have passed the bar examination, meaning that if a legal person in a property – law 
dispute with the subject of the dispute exceeding HRK 50,000.00 is represented by 
persons who have entered into a employment contracts with that legal person, the 
mentioned persons cannot be any persons having the employment contract with that 
legal person, but only persons that are bachelors of law and who have passed the 
bar exam. At this point the question arising is why the legislator persistently avoids 
admitting legitimacy of corporate lawyers and what motivates it to make such a 
choice of legislative solution? 
The aim of our colleagues, attorneys-at-law is a monopoly and if we keep our arms 
crossed Para 2, Art 89.a. of the Civil Procedure Act could slowly faded away from the 
Civil Procedure Act. 
 
3) At the same time we cannot forget that our legislator prescribes unlicensed 
practice of law to be a criminal offence, committed by any person that performs 
a legal aid without an authorisation regardless the fact whether he or she is 
doing it for remuneration or not. Therefore the education and expert training for 



performance of legal aid is not important at all, and that is of the crucial importance 
when medical quackery is being prescribed as a crime. 
The Association of Lawyers in Economy of Zagreb tried with the proposal for initiation 
of estimation procedure of the constitutionality of article 310 of the Penal Code of the 
Republic of Croatia and to correct the wrong, bad and unsustainable legislative 
solution that declares lawyers to be quack lawyers (even those who passed the bar 
exam if they represent a legal person that employs them on the basis of a power of 
attorney?!?!). However, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Croatia in its 
resolution of 28th April 1999 did not accept the above stated proposal. Namely, 
although the stated proposal was directed to the Commission for the Constitution for 
estimation, Rules of Procedure and political system of the Chamber of Deputies have 
never estimated that proposal and the Constitutional Court has never accepted it. In 
such a way the legislator has not only succeeded to avoid an amendment of the 
Penal Code, but it has also shown that exactly the existing solution reflects its real 
will.  
It is also interesting to note that with the stated decision the Constitutional Court 
recognised the attorneys-at-law practice as a monopoly in rendering legal aid. At the 
same time, with its other decision that was reached in 1999 as well, the Constitutional 
Court declared the attorneys-at-law practice to be entrepreneurship in which there 
were no monopolies on the basis of the nature of phenomena.         
 
4) In the text titled ''Comparative View of Organising of Corporate Lawyers'' published 
in the magazine ''Informator'' No. 5633 of 1st March 2008 we gave some of the 
proposals (see the web site article). The Association has preferred THE 
CORPORATE LAWYERS BAR ASSOCIATION since the time of initiatives for 
establishment of the Barr Association of Lawyers in Economy (be aware that the 
Association web site comprises initiative pages). That proposal was inaugurated on 
the basis of the existing legislative solution defined for the Croatian Chamber of 
Architects and Engineering in Civil Engineering. The legislator should have the same, 
or at least the similar, measures for the same situation. It is intolerable that the 
legislator allow various chambers or even that it foresees establishment of chambers 
in advance for the cases when the foreseen number is achieved (of auditors, legal 
counsellors), and that it disregards corporate lawyers.  
It is sad that at the moment of general liberalisation of world and European market as 
well, including the market of services, we have to fight a battle for our professional 
status.  
Unfortunately, the legislator does not stop at the fact that with its procedures it 
endangers the equality and the right to work.  
   
HOW TO CONTINUE: in addition to articles in the press (we are going to prepare 
ourselves for ''Lider'' as well as some other magazines), we expect your proposals 
since the situation is very serious. It would be worthwhile to participate in the work of 
the group for preparation of the Civil Procedure Act and monitor the state of the 
issues at their source. It is possible through GSV, the Croatian Employers 
Association or the Croatian Chamber of Commerce. We are inviting all colleagues 
that have a possibility or an idea how to enter the stated bodies to contact us. 
We have written and we are going to write to the Ministry of Justice. 
WE ESPECIALLY INVITE OUR COLLEAGUES TO READ the Opinion of the 
AGENCY FOR PROTECTION OF MARKET COMPETITION at the WEB SITE OF 
THE AGENCY FOR PROTECTION OF MARKET COMPETITION www.aztn.hr, 



Class 031-02/2004 - 01/90 of July 2004 (under Decisions – Other Decisions) about 
the attorneys-at-law tariffs TO BE BETTER INFORMED. 
 
 
In order not to bind this Newsletter only to the actual events regarding the dispute 
about the attorneys-at-law tariffs, we also attach the material bound to the concrete 
case of participation of corporate lawyers and economic operators in changing of 
legislative regulations. 
 
 

PARTICIPATION OF CORPORATE LAYERS  
AND ECONOMIC OPERATORS IN CHANGING OF LEGISLATIVE REGULATIONS 
 
What is happening in practice? 
 
As a rule economic operators receive inappropriately short terms to give their 
remarks to the proposal of certain normative solutions as well as for their 
amendments. 
Such an inadequately short term of two days (from 3rd to 5th March 2008) is given for 
submitting of remarks to, for example, DRAFT PROPOSAL OF THE LAW ON 
AMENDMENTS OF THE OBLIGATION LAW WITH THE FINAL LAW DRAFT. 
Remarks can be only general and they cannot be specific due to the too short a term. 
 
 
Namely, taking into consideration a complexity of the issue, e.g. protection of 
consumers that in the Croatian Legal System is not governed by only one special act, 
i.e. 
 

• Consumer Protection Law (Official Gazette «NN» No. 79/2007),  
but also with 

• Trade Act that also comprises the most recent Amendments of 5th March 
2008 that have been adopted but not published, and that part of legislation 
cannot be envisaged at the moment due to its lack of availability 

• Standardization Act that exists even today as two Acts, both in effect and 
having the same title: 

1. Standardization Act (Official Gazette «NN» No 163/2003) 
2. Standardization Act (Official Gazette «NN» No 55/1996.) 

• Law on technical requirements for products and assessment of compliance 
(Official Gazette «NN» No 158/2003 and No. 79/2007) 

• Obligation Law (Official Gazette «NN» No. 35/2007) and the latest 
Amendments, 

We should check up Directives and our regulations to see whether all the issues are 
comprised in a correct way. 
 
Lawyers and other experts in economy, practitioners, should approach each 
individual resolution in a comprehensive manner envisaging the offered solutions and 
it is not possible to apply to this situation because it is not possible as a consequence 
of the above stated.  
 



Namely, in the explanations of Proposal of Amendments of the Obligation Law that 
we received on 3rd March 2008 together with the final draft of the Law, the following is 
stated: 
 
“Compliance of the Obligation Law with the stated Directives form the area of 
consumer protection was the subject of screening and estimation of compliance of 
the legislation of the Republic of Croatia with the legislation of the European Union 
within Chapter 28 of the negotiations, i.e. Protection of Consumers and Health. 
During the stated proceedings it was determined that further adjustment of the 
legislation with the Directive 1999/44/EU of the European Parliament and Counsel of 
25th May 1999 on some aspects of sales of consumer goods and accompanying 
warranties is required. As a result of the above stated, the Republic of Croatia with 
the negotiating attitude for that Chapter of negotiations has obliged itself to adjust the 
legislation further on with this Directive.“ 
 
Not only the explanation, but also the wording of the Final Draft itself, gives the 
answer which modifications are being entered into the Obligation Law, while the 
answer to the questions what is going on with the adjustment to the Directive in 
question, as well as with other relevant directives, and is there anyone who takes 
care on a comprehensive adjustment, is missing. That is the reason why founded 
fears exist that the adjustments will be performed in several unnecessary cycles, 
depending on the fact whether a possible omission is noticed or not, enlarging 
unnecessarily the volume of individual activities to all participants not only from the 
aspect of time consuming, but also from the aspect of costs for engagement of 
certain human and financial resources.  
 
In the social and political life of the Republic of Croatia it has been constantly 
emphasising that Croatia would like to bring order to all the segments of regulatory 
rules not only due to the EU requirements, but for the sake of itself. However, an 
overhasty and confused normative approach is drifting us, in reality, apart from the 
realisation of our wishes and aggravates further efficient business operations to 
economic operators. 
 
Ericsson Nikola Tesla d.d. has already pointed out, several times, the problem of 
partial approach to the regulation rules modification, as well as shortness of terms for 
expressing objections by experts working in practice, disabling in such a way the 
economy to give its contribution to specific solutions. 
 
 
Josipa Jurinić, M.Sc.Iur. 
Main Legal Counsellor 
Ericsson Nikola Tesla d.d. Zagreb 
  
 
 

The International Bar Association (IBA) 
 
In Frankfurt, from 17th to 19th February the 7th Corporate Lawyers Conference was 
organised. 



The International Bar Association was founded in New York on 17th February 1947 
by 34 national bar associations and it represents the leading world organisation of 
lawyers that organised a branch concerning the corporate law several years ago. 
 
Over 30.000 layers and more than 195 bar associations and associations of lawyers 
from all over the world are its members.  

The main IBA objectives are: 

• Promotion of interchange of information and experiences among associations 
of lawyers 

• Support of independence of judiciary and right of the attorneys-at-law to free 
work 

• Support of human right of attorneys-at-law through operations of Human 
Rights Institutes 

Over a hundred respected colleagues corporate lawyers from all over the world 
participated in operation of the 7th Conference. We invite all the colleagues to 
become members of IBA and in such a way to promote our work. 

 
www.udruga-korporativnih-pravnika.hr. 

 
                                                                              Association of Corporate Lawyers 
                                                                                
                                                                               In Zagreb, on 31st March 2008 


